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Summary 

Because in modern copiers image quality is a very important issue, a lot of research is 
done in design of controllers that can optirnise it. The main idea with the OCE copier, 
which is the object of research, is that most processes involved in the image transport 
inside the copier are cyclic. There is, thus, reason to believe that errors will also have 
a cyclic behaviour. This knowledge can be used in the form of implementing 
repetitive contro!lers. 

Before research on these controllers can be done, the copier has got to be operational. 
The image transport system consists mainly of three units. The Organic Photo 
Conductor (OPC) unit, the Toner Transfer Fusion (TTF) unit and the paper feed. The 
main parts of the units are the belts on which the image is passed on. In this report is 
explained how the OPC unit is brought operational and what problems will arise when 
designing repetitive controllers for the image transportation system. 

The OPC belt will move axially from its centre due to several disturbances. This axial 
displacement can be corrected by making use of sensors and actuators. A controller 
has been designed that corrects this displacement. It is stable is test runs, but stability 
is not proven theoretically due to the complex analyses of the used non-linear 
equations. 

Secondly, because of the interactions between the various belts several disturbances 
will be introduced. The causes of these are explained and described is how they can 
be taken into account for. 
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Introduction 

In a modern copier image quality is a very important issue. An image of the original is 
taken and then transported and passed through inside the machine. This will inevitably 
result in image imperfections. To reduce these quality losses, smart controllers might 
be applied. Since the process of copying in a copier is very slow, feedback alone may 
not be able to reduce errors enough. Due to the fact that most processes in the copier 
are periodic in time, errors are expected to have a periodic behavior as well. Known 
information of these errors can be used in repetitive control. 

Before further research can commence, the driving eiements of the copier in the DCT 
laboratory need to be operational. Furthermore, the process of operation of the copier 
needs to be well understood. Potential problems can then be analyzed and solutions 
can be designed. A copier from OCE serves as a carrier for the research. This copier 
has been stripped down to only the necessary components. All information in this 
report regards to this copier. This traineeship is a continuation of a previous one [2] 
and it turned out to be of a very practical nature. Part of the project was to learn how 
to deal with actuators and sensors. 

The objectives for this project are twofold: 

First of all, the problem in the previous project was to suppress the axial movement of 
the OPC belt, which will be explained later on. Due to several disturbances the OPC 
belt will move axially out of its centre. Sensors and actuators are present, that allow 
for a control mechanism to be applied. This problem will be tackled in chapter 3. Here 
is explained how a controller is designed and tested. 

Secondly, the copier contains multiple belt units. The interaction between these belts 
causes a lot of disturbances. A theoretical study is done on the causes and possible 
solutions to these problems. This study is discussed in chapter 4. 

In the conclusion the results are sumrnarised and after this some ideas for possible 
future studies are presented in the recommendations section. 
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Chapter 1 : Aspects of operation 

In this section the operation process of the copier is explained. This is done with help 
of a profile of the copier. This side view through the middle of the copier is given in 
figure 1 and an enlarged copy is presented in appendix 1. 

For the easy of use, all important parts have been given symbolic names. These names 
do not necessarily agree with the ones used by OCE. The order of explanation will 
follow the path the image of the original makes, inside the machine. That is, first the 
OPC unit, TTF unit and finally the paper drive. A global explanation will be given 
and then some elements will be discussed in detail. Elements that are not of 
i m p n r t ~ ~ c e  a e  !eft nut. ***- 

The start of the copying process is made with creating an image of the original 
document, lying on a glass shelf on top of the machine. This can be done either 
optically (analogue) or digitally. Either way the image is projected on the OPC 
(Organic Photo Conductor) belt. This belt is made of a material that has the property 
that it can be magnetized easily. In M the entire width of the belt is made magnetically 
sensitive to light. The belt runs clockwise and in I the image is projected on the belt. 
The projected surface of the belt will become magnetized. The image will meet the 
Toner cartridge at Wo5. In the cartridge, toner particles are present, and are attracted 
by the magnetized parts of the OPC belt. At W,6 the image is passed through to the 
TTF (Toner Transfer Fusion) belt. Almost all of the ink has moved to the TTF belt. 
The OPC beit with the few ink particles left will be cieaned at Wo7. 
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The image will continue its path on the TTF belt. This is a rubber belt, which also 
runs clockwise. At Wt2 the TTF belt meets the paper, which is being transported by a 
belt, driven by Wpl. The paper is pressed against Wt2 by Wp3 and will leave through 
the opening at the top. The TTF belt still contains a little toner, which was not all 
absorbed by the paper. This will be removed at Wt3. Here, the belt is in contact with a 
cleaning drum. More cleaning drums are present, but they are not of importance for 
this study. 
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Chapter 2: Actuators and sensors 

In this section it is explained what elements are used for acquiring and sending the 
different electrical signals and why they are chosen. Also, it is explained what pulse 
width modulation is and why it is used. 

For reading data from sensors and sending data to actuators a PC has been used, in 
combinarion witn a DSpace controiier unit. This unit contains its own CPU and a 
digital UO card. T'nis is r'ne DS4002 card, whose properties are given in Appendix 2.  
By using this card, it is possible to read and send digital signals. As no B/D and DIA 
conversions are necessary, time is saved for faster sampling. These fast sampling 
times are not of importance for the goal of this project but may be necessary for future 
goals. 

Another benefit of the digital card is that high frequency pulse signals can be 
generated. This is applicable for Pulse Width Modulation (PWM). The use of PWM 
for steering an electrical motor gives some benefits, which are explained below. 
The theory behind PWM is described in [3] and is as follows. Instead of using a 
desired voltage for steering the motor, a high frequency square pulse signal is used. 

- 
Time (s) 

4 P ,  

a 

I Low 

Figure 2.1: Pulse Width Modulation 

Veff 

Figure 2.1 schematically describes a pulse signal. The effectively delivered voltage 
Veff will be the average of the voltage in period p of the pulse. By adjusting the rate 
alp, the so called duty cycle, the average voltage can be changed. The pulse period = 
llpulse frequency is held constant. Commonly used frequency values are in the order 
of kHz. The exact frequency is not really important as long as it is high enough for 
smooth operation. If it is set too low, the engine will run noticeably discontinuously. 
During each pulse, the maximum voltage is applied and so the maximum current will 
flow. Since for short intervals the maximum current will flow, the maximum torque of 
the motor will be delivered. The motor will therefore be able to run very powerfully at 
low motor speeds. The motor can, thus, accelerate very fast. Another benefit is that 
the input voltage of the motor can be controlled very precisely. 
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The digital UO card is able to generate PWM signals at high frequencies, but before 
being able to use these signals for motor control the signal has to be converted in a 
high power signal to operate it. For converting the digital pulse signals the 
LMD18200 H-bridge is used. Documentation on this chip is listed in appendix 3. 
Eight of these chips have been mounted on a printed circuit board. So, for future 
applications with this unit, eight motors can be steered at the same time. On the print 
there is room for connecting an external power source. The connection for a motor is 
as shown in figure 2.2. 

Figure 2.2: Connection on driver 

At ports P and R, respectively, the digital pulse signal and the direction of the 
rotation, which is a logical high or low signal, are connected. These signals both come 
from the digital UO card. Both connections M are connected to the motor. Over these 
ports there will be a voltage difference such that the motor torque is linearly 
proportional to the duty cycle of the PWM signal. 

All sensors used on the copier are optical switches, on which documentation is listed 
in appendix 4. The switch consists of two parts. If an object is situated between these 
parts, a digital high signal will be generated. Meanwhile, if nothing is between the two 
parts a low signal is sent. The signals, sent by the optical sensors, are not usable, until 
they have passed the sensor circuit. This circuit contains just an added resistor which 
creates a readable signal. This signal can be read by the UO card. 

The software used is Matlab 5.3 with Sirnulink for creating models and real-time 
applications (RTA's). DSpace Control Panel is used for online changing of 
parameters in the RTA and for reading sensor data. 
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Chapter 3: Axial movement of the OPC belt 

In this section the first problem, as mentioned in the objectives in 
chapter 1: Introduction, with the OPC unit will be explained. Also a solution to the 
problem will be given. Used symbolic names are once again from appendix 1. 

3.5 Overview 

The OPC belt runs over some drums and is shooed by an electrical motor Mol. As a 
result of production imperfections and contact with the TTF belt, the belt will 
inevitably move in axial direction out of the center. An extreme situation is that the 
belt will run against the end of the drums, makes contact with non-moving elements 
and will be damaged. To prevent this, the steering drum W,2 can be moved up and 
down on one side, hereby it will be overthrown. While in operation, the belt will 
move in an axial direction as a result of the overthrow. This axial correction system is 
only present at the OPC unit. The other belts used on the machine are made of such 
flexible material that no axial steering is needed. 
For acquiring information about the axial position of the belt, sensor So3 is placed 
over the belt. It will send out a logical high signal if the belt is positioned beneath it 
and a logical low signal if it is not. The sensor itself can be moved axially by 
activating motor M,3 within a range of a couple of millimeters. 

For insight in the position and function of sensor and actuators, for each one a 
schematical illustration is given in figure 3.1. 

' Sensor Motor M,3 1 

Figure 3.1: Actuators and sensor of the OPC unit 
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The top illustration gives an upper view of the belt nearby the belt sensor. The bottom 
one gives a side view and front view of the steering drum. 
Here, y is the position of the edge of the belt, v the velocity of the belt. The direction 
of movement of the actuators and edge of the belt is given by corresponding direction 
signals. These direction signals are equivalent to the direction signals used in Simulink 
to make the motors move in corresponding directions and to the direction the belt 
moves. 

The main goal is to constmct a controller that will stabilize the axial position of the 
belt. After studying the problem, two possible methods for doing so can be 
considered: 

Making a scanning movement with the belt sensor, to keep track of the edge of 
the belt. Each time the edge is found, the output signal will change. As this 
happens the direction of the movement of the sensor needs to be reversed. This 
way the edge can be tracked. 

The belt sensor will not be moved. By reading the output of the sensor, the 
sign of the position of the edge of the belt can be derived. Movement of the 
sensor is only for fine tuning the reference position of the belt 

The problem with the first method is that there is no feedback about the position of 
the belt sensor itself. Only by integrating an approximate constant velocity over time 
its position can be derived. This is a very inaccurate method. 
The second method on the other hand gets rid of this problem by not moving the 
sensor. The only disadvantage is that only the direction of the displacement of the 
edge of the belt can be determined. 
Based on these facts the second method will be used further on in this work. 

3.2 Controller 

There are two problems when constructing a controller for the OPC unit. The first one 
is that only the direction of the displacement of the edge of the belt relative to the 
position of the belt sensor is known. Secondly, there is no feedback on the amount of 
overthrow of the steering drum. Tlierefore the exact point of balance of the dmm 
cannot be determined directly either. Before starting a test run of the OPC belt, the 
steering drum needs to be initialized. This is done by a program based on init.md1. 
This program makes the drum overthrow in maximum. After that it moves the drum 
back to its approximate balance state. This action is done by taking pre-determined 
periods of time for these movements. 

If the output of the belt sensor reads 0, the belt is not positioned under the sensor. So, 
the belt has to be moved towards the center. It would have to be moved in direction 0. 
For achieving this movement, the one side of the steering drum is lifted in direction 1 
and it will be overthrown. As a result the belt will axially move. Once the edge of the 
belt passes the belt sensor, its output will turn to 1 and the state of the steering drum 
needs to be corrected. It needs to be moved in direction 0. The movement of the 
steering drum takes time and the belt will only move in the desired 1 direction once 
the drum has passed its balance position. Before that point it will still move in the 0 
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direction. Care has to be taken that the drum will not deflect too much. Otherwise, it 
might not be able to reach its balance position in time and the belt will run against its 
physical edges. To prevent this from happening, the maximum deflection of the 
steering drum needs to be limited, With this information a fairly simple controller has 
been constructed. It has first been tested in simulations in section 3.3 and then in 
practice in section 3.4. 

3.3 Modeling 

For predicting the behavior of OPC "veli, a mode: of the ziti1 sshifi cz i~ be derived. A 
schemaiic illustration of the steering drum WJ is given in figure 3.3. 

Figure 3.2: Schematic illustration of the steering drum 

The used symbols are listed in table 3.1. 

a 
Y 
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Ay 
1 
b 
h 

v 
L 

Angle between drum and horizontal Ira4 

Shift of position of the belt 
Length of the drum 
Height of the lifted side of the drum 
Length of the belt in contact with the contour of 
the drum 
Speed of the belt 
Length of the belt 

Position of the edge of the belt , [ml 
[ml 
[ml 
[ml 
[m] 

[m/sl 
[ml 



The shift of belt can be derived with use of the following formulas. 

The entire length of the belt needs to pass the steering drum, before the entire belt will 
have shifted with an  amount of Ay, The time to make one cycle is (with a constant 
speed) Wv. So for a constant b znd v on each interval [t, - tk-, j , one may write: 

If v is large enough, the axial movement of the belt, y, can be approximated by a 
continuous function. Here y is the sum of a1 Ay's with a starting position y=O, for a 
period of [t2 - t l]  . 

If v is constant, this is a linear system. Problem is, due to the method of measuring, 
that only the sign of y is known. This involves a non-linearity when using feedback. 
If this was the only non-linearity, a describing function analysis could probably be 
used to theoretically examine the stability of the controller, as mentioned in [I]. The 
fact though, that the maximum activation time of the steering motor is limited, 
introduces a second non-linearity. This makes it a difficult problem to be analyzed 
theoretically. 

Because stability analysis is probably complicated to be done theoretically, 
simulations have been made. These simulations have been done in Simulink. To 
approximate real behavior of the belt, not only the belt, but also the steering drum in 
combination with the steering motor needs to be modeled. This will be a simple model 
that consists of a mass (ms), damper (ds) and a motor constant (cs). The Transfer 
function from input (sign(y(t)) to deflection (b(t)) of the steering motor and drum is as 
follows: 

Values for the parameters have not been accurately estimated. Only global 
representation of real behavior is necessary for obtaining insight in the problem. 
The Simulink Model used for simulations is depicted in appendix 5, together with the 
used m-file to set the values for the used constants in the model. 

Two simulations have been made. Both start with an axial displacement of O.lm and 
an axial reference position of Om. In the first simulation, the maximum deflection has 
not been limited. In the second one it has. For limiting the deflection, there has been 
implemented a saturation on the input of the steering motor. After each change of sign 
of the error signai, the maximum activation time of the steering motor is limited. 
Results are shown in figure 3.3. Here, the axial position of the edge of the belt is 
shown in a time simulation. 
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Ada1 displacement, start error O.lm, actuatortirne inf 

0 . 1 5 r T - T 7 1 1  
Asal displacement, start error 0.1 m, actuatortime max 3 sec. 

0 . w  I I I I I 

Figure 3.3: Simulation results 

Model parameters will probably differ from the real system, but the main picture is 
clear here. If maximum actuator time is not limited, the error will not converge. Even 
if time grows to infinity, the displacement in the first simulation will grow even 
bigger. In simulation the maximum actuator time may be reduced to a very small 
value. In practice though, this will introduce some problems, because the exact 
balance position of the steering drum is not known. Due to disturbances one may just 
not reach this position of this time is set to short. A usable time needs therefore be 
determined experimentally. 
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3.4 Measurements 

The controller has been implemented in a Sirnulink model. This model is used for 
applying the controller in practice. The model is shown in figure 3.4. 

Figure 3.4: Controller 

Eetails on physical connections of sensors, actuators, etc. of the total system are given 
in appendix 6. 
As is shown, also an optical sensor that was able to detect a hole in the OPC belt, 
labeled "hole sensor" is connected to the I/O board. This sensor was formerly used to 
detect every whole cycle of the OPC belt. It consists of a hole, cut out of the belt, that 
once a cycle passes an optical sensor. The information from this sensor will not be 
used. Secondly, the mentioned encoder will be discussed later it this report. 

The stability of the controller will be tested in an endurance test run. The speed of the 
OPC drive is set to maximum during this test. In that way maximum possible 
disturbances will be inflicted. The output of the OPC belt sensor will be monitored 
during the test. The period of activation of the steering drum, after each detection of 
the edge of the belt, as well as the periods in between of switching of directions are 
calculated. Results are depicted in figure 3,5. 

13 
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Time jsj 

Time [s] 

Figure 3.5: Measurements 

50 100 150 200 
Time [s] 

The direction of the steering motor matches the described directions in figure 3.1. As 
can be seen in figure 3.5, the direction of the steering motor continues to switch 
between 0 and 1. This signal is the inverted version of the original signal, delivered by 
the belt sensor, because if the sensor reads 0 (or 1) the steering motor has to be 
activated in direction 1 (or 0) to gain stability of the axial position of the belt. As can 
be shown by the logical "NOT" operator in the Sirnulink model in figure 3.4. 
Thus, axial position of the belt is controlled at all times during the run. Multiple tests 
have been done and the depicted measurements are representative for all other tests. 

As can be seen, the maximal activation time after a signal switch is three seconds. 
This value has been experimentally determined and seems a good value to control the 
process. This is the smallest possible value to stabilize the process. At test runs, with 
activation time chosen below three seconds, the steering drum was not at all times 
hk tc! nverthmw pact its hdmce position 
In the time-between-signal-switch figure, some peaks are present. At these peaks, it 
takes a long time for the signal of the sensor to switch. The belt has, thus, moved very 
slowly. The steering drum was at this point near its balance position. 
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Chapter 4: Tangential disturbances 

The image, present somewhere on one of the belts, does not only shift axially, but also 
tangentially. This is manifested in local speed differences. How these arise, and how 
these can be suppressed is explained below. 

The TTF belt is driven by the Main Drive, situated to the left of the TTF unit. Wt3 is 
driven by the main drive by means of a rubber band. In order to pick up the toner 
particles from the OPC belt, some force is necessary. This force is the natural 
adhesive attraction of the rubber on the ink. The best way for the toner to be picked up 
by the TTF belt, is under high pressure of the two belts, that is why high pressure 
between the two drums Wtl and W06 is applied. The working temperature of the TTF 
unit lies at approximately at 95°C. This high temperature makes the toner particles 
turn into a syrupy substance, which will stick to the paper almost perfectly. The paper 
is preheated at the paper supply belt at Wpl. The drums Wpl, Wp2, and other drums 
used for transporting the paper are also driven by the main drive. They are not 
connected directly to the shaft, but to an electrical clutch, which allows for coupling 
or decoupling of these components to the main drive. The clamp force of drums Wtl 
and Wt2 against their opposite drums can be adjusted by setting N1. This coping can 
be set in three different positions. "Wait", "Standby" and "Operation". Pressure varies 
from zero to maximum with these three settings. Normally the setting of this coping is 
controlled by a mechanism. For our purpose it will be sufficient to adjust it manually. 

4.2 Speed differences 

Because of the pressure on the contact area of TTF and OPC belt, a lot of disturbances 
in tangential direction are introduced. These disturbances need to be isolated from the 
drive of the OPC unit, because near this drive, the image is projected on the OPC belt. 
In order to keep track of accuracy of the image, it needs to be projected at constant 
speed of the belt. To keep a constant speed, there is a construction between drums 
wo3 and Wo4. The straight beam, connecting Wo3 and Wo4 can turn around a hinge. 
Due to the masses of the drums, high vibrations are filtered out. This construction is 
schematically shown with the blue beam in figure 4.1. 

An optical sensor is mounted on the hinge, which returns an analogue signal 
proportional to the position of the beam. This is necessary, because this construction 
can also serve as a buffer for temporary speed differences of the belt at Wol and Wo6. 
Due to the high pressure, at Wo6, the OPC belt will gain the speed of the (local) speed 
of the TTF belt at Wtl. The main drive of the TTF belt is not a controlled motor 
(might be placed though) and the load on this motor, and thus its speed, will change 
during operation due to the electrical clutch and other discontinuous elements in the 
process. The speed of the belt zit Wol will differ from the speed at W06. h figme 4.1 
the situation is sketched, where the OPC belt has two different local speeds. 

15 
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The green part of the belt has speed v2 and the red part of the belt has speed vl. These 
speeds are not exactly the same. In the ease of explanation is assumed vl>v2. The 
problem is similar for vl<v2. Balance of mass will be preserved at all time. The upper 
drum of the speed buffer is depicted in figure 4.2. 

Figure 4.2: Speed buffer 

Mass balance is given in formula p, A,v, = pout AOutv,,, . 
p = density of the belt [kg/m3] 
A= transverse profile of the belt [m2] 
v = speed of the belt [mls] 
Av = speed of the drum 

Since the material of the belt is assumed incompressible and the belt is infinitively 
stiff by approximation, Av is the only parameter to be changed, because vin and vOut 
are, to a static observer, the same as vl and v2 in the previous figure. 
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To a dynamic observer positioned in the centre of the drum and moving with velocity 
Av in negative direction, though, vin=v2+Av and ~,,~=vl+Av. With Av, vOut and v l  
having a negative value in the given directions, balance of speeds becomes: 

So, if the upper buffer drum, WQ4 moves with half the speed difference of v2-vl, 
mass balance will be maintained. This balance can also be made for the bottom drum 
Wo3. 

The speed buffer can comprise a speed difference, until the beam reaches maximum 
overthrow. Before that happens, the speed of W,1 needs to be synchronised to the 
speed of W,6, so the beam reaches a static position. By an encoder disc, mounted on 
the drum in combination with an optical sensor, the speed of Wol can be measured. 
Speed differences need to be as small as possible, because the projected image will be 
stretched if the speeds of both belts are not exactly the same. 

Local deformations 

Due to the pressure between Wtl en Wo6, the relatively thick rubber TTF belt will be 
locally deformed. The OPC belt is in comparison to the TTF belt relatively stiff and 
will not noticeably deform. The situation is sketched in figure 4.3. 

Figure 4.3: Pressure zone 

The drums are drawn as rounded rectangular shapes. The belts move from left to 
right. Due to the local compression the TTF belt will be elastically deformed in three 
directions. x, y and z. The speed of the TTF belt is v. Since the belt also deforms in 
direction x and not only y and z, the total area of the profile of the belt will be reduced 
from A to Al. Mass balance must be preserved, so as A>A1, v<vl. v l  describes the 
same speed as depicted in figure 4. i. This is the speed the OPC beit wili have. 
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The image will thus be transferred, from that the OPC belt onto the deformed TTF 
belt. In order to accurately print the image on the paper, between drums Wt2 and Wp3, 
the exact same deformation needs to be forced upon the TTF belt, locally at that spot. 

Timing problem 

The last problem one may encounter is that the paper needs to arrive on the exact right 
moment at the TTF belt. This is the moment where the start of the image on the TTF 
belt has j ~ s t  reackd the contact with_ the W,3 drum, H the paper woulld come too 
early or too late, the image would get an offset from the edge of the paper. 
The paper is picked up out of the paper tray and wi!! be transported towards the paper 
drum, from there it will be transported into a guiding shaft that leads to the paper 
transport belt. Before it reaches this belt, the paper is restricted from moving along by 
a blocking mechanism. The release of this mechanism determines the time of arrival 
of the paper at the TTF belt. 
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Conclusion and recommendations 

Conclusion 

A controller for the axial movement of the OPC belt has been designed, which passed 
the test runs. Stability could not be proven theoretically, though, because of the non- 
linearities in the system. 

Probiems in future total operation of the copier are described. Especially the 
interaction between the various tape units gives some problems. It induces a lot of 
disturbances in belt velocities. Velocity differences between two belts can make the 
image of the original get stretched. Local pressures on contact areas of two belts need 
to be synchronised, or the same effect will occur. 

Finally, there will exist a timing problem. Once the image is projected on the OPC 
belt, the moment of delivery of the paper has to be at the exact right moment, or print 
offsets will be the result. 

Recommendations 

For doing stability analyses of the axial displacement of the OPC belt, it might be 
possible to apply a describing function analysis. This can be done if the two non- 
linearity's mentioned in chapter 3.3 can be written as one non-linear function. 

A problem in performance tuning will be the shifting load of the main drive, due to 
discontinuous paper feed and the electrical clutch. The main drive, used by OCE, is a 
non-controlled AC motor. All other belt speeds are adapted to this speed. One might 
consider using a controlled motor in order to control the speed of the TTF belt. 

A second recommendation is that the use of the electrical clutch can save an extra 
electrical motor. Main drive load will be more constant if the powering of the paper 
transport system is done by another motor. Perhaps for this goal another motor could 
be installed here. 
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Appendix 1 : Copier Profile 
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Appendix 2: DS4002 110 Board 

DS4002 Timing and Digital IJO Board 

DS4002 Timing and Digital 1/8 Board 

Generating and Capturing 
Digital Signals 

r Captures digital signals for parameter measurement 

sr Generates flexible pulse patterns 

r 8 programmable channels with 200 ns resolution 

lp 32 additional digital VD lines 

r Comprehensive set of standard applications included 

sr Especially useful for automotiveapplications 

In rapid control prototyping and hardwarern-the-loop simulation, many 
digital signals have to be handled For the measurement of signal 
parameters such as frequency or phase, drgital signals must be captured 
On the other hand, digital signals such as PWM pulses have to  be 
generated to control actuators or srmulate sensors Noi to mention all 
the other drgital I/O tasks that have to  be performed, for example, 
controlling switches or displays 

The DS4002 Timrng and Digital I/O Board comb~nes all the digital I/O 
tasks you can think of on one board R provides the functionality you 
expect from an ordinary digital I/O board plus additional features that 
help you perform specrfic control tasks easily Eight channels can be 
programmed for e~ther capturmg digital s~gnals or generatmg fieable 
pulse patterns 32 addit~onal I/O lines may be used for further digital 
110 tasks, for example, to control s~ngle input lines (sultches, sensors) 
or output lines (relays, displays) 

The DS4002 board is afurther development of our DS4001 Trming and 
Digital I/O Board (discontrnued) and can also be regarded as a low-cost 
alternative to our DS5001 Digital Waveform Capture and DS5101 Digrtal 
Waveform Output Boards 
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Tech ical Details 

Cenerai cl 8 channels (iTU 
Common 30-hltQ00-ns t~me base 
Fast dual-port RAM for data storage 
32 add~t~onal d~gital I/O lmes mL) 

Signal CaptureMode m Signals descrrbed as a serles of rlsrng 
and falling edges 
T~me and polar~ty stored for each edge 
(t~mestamps) 

m Stores up to 512 30-b~t trmestamps 
per channel 
Sample time see table 

e Rising and/or falling edge detect 
programmable 

rn Interrupt to master processor after 
predef~ned number of edges 

Pulse Generation m Stores up to 256 commands 
kVde and 29-bit delay constants 

m Pulse widths see table 
rn All channels triggerable 

from channels 1 and 2 
Interrupts programmable 
from channels 1 and 2 
Update of commands and time 
constants during program execution 
(swinging buffer mechanism) 
Loop counter 
2 external tr~gger Input llnes 

Digital 110 rn 32 lines mL) 
Used to control srngle mput 
or output l~nes 
24 lines in/out (programmable 
In 8-b~t groups), 
4 !!nes 1.5, 4 h e s  out elxed) 
Latched input mode 

Physical Power supply +5 V, 3 A -,54X.! 1 f r 31 -12 x,-I 

Characteristics m Requ~res 8- or 1 6 h t  ISA slot : 5:~ ' \., ;car9 

(power supply only) m C\?SCI 

50-pin female Sub-D connector 'I>rjrcit<- parqi>i '-I- [ S - C ~ Z  

269 
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054002 Timing and Digital If0 Board 

. 3 -1"s 3j "r-+I - t i *  e !flt*'l I%? 

a' o,, r t n m  m t  mi til), (9 4 
in ~ene-ration Mode 

'iwi:,y 2% $3 i m s  nli rn ~1 In Generatton mode, you can flexibly create complex pulse patterns 

- ,  -: , A %? T ; C  A ir: Functtons for the most common applications, such as PWM pulse pat- 
tern generation or frequency generatton, are included Or you can 
program your own pulse patterns dtrectly in C code 

Channels 1 and 2 can trigger other channels and send tnterrupts t o  the 
master processor In additton, all channels can be controlled by t w o  
external trigger tnput ltnes During program execution, commands and 
delay constants can be updated synchronously or indiv~dually per chan- 
nel Wtth the loop counter, program blocks consisting of any number 
of commands can be repeated up t o  256 times The on-board dual- 
port RAM stores up to  256 commands wtth 29-bt delay constants 
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Changing Frequencies During Runtime 
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DelaVed 
Update 

Frequency stgnals, such as those for transmisston 

do, d", 
speed simulatton, can be changed at any time 
stmply by updating the delay parameter You have 

immedlaie j dnm 
+iaie two optionsfor dong this Wtth delayed update, 

don the old delay value do,, IS worked off before the 

i new value dnew becomes active With ~mmedtate 
update, d,,ew replaces the current d,, wtthout any 

Parameter Update 
(from Pracessor Beard) delays 



DS4002 Timing and Digital I f 0  Board 

Recording Signals in Capture Mode 
Using a channel in Capture mode, you can record any digital signal you 
want This IS especially useful for evaluatrng signal parameters such as 
frequency, phase or jitter 

Funcrions for standard applicanons, such as PWM pulse evaluation or 
frequency measurement, are included 

The captured s~gnals are described as a series of rising and falling 
edges For each edge (rising and/or falltng programmable), the time 
and polarity are recorded (timestamps) The on-board dual-port RAM 
stores up to 512 30-bit timestamps per channel This data is used for 
further data processing by a dSPACE processor board 

Recording a pre-defmed number of edges can trigger an ~nterrupt to 
the master processor 

1 
Dual-Port RAM 
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054002 Timing and Digital IfO Board 

Application Example: Simulation of an 
Automatic Transmission System 
Tine figure beiow bhows tiit! concept of a hardware-in-the-loop (HiLj 
simulator for automatic transmission system simulation used for test- 
ing an electronic control unit, for example The transmission system 
itself may be simulated on any dSPACE processor board The DS4002 
Tlming and Digital 110 Board IS perfectly sulted for performing the 
digital I10 tasks 

During simulation the DS4002 continuously exchanges signals wlth 
the ECU For example, functions for DlF conversion can be used t o  
slmulate transmrsslon output speed and internal transmission speeds 
The DS4002 Generation mode even allows you to simulate toothed 
sensor wheels, including misslng teeth With PWM evaluation func- 
tions you can easily capture PWM signals generated by the ECU, such 
as actuator signals for control valves 

Catalog 2001 dSPACE GmbH . Technologiepark 25 . D-33100 Paderborn . Germany - info&dspace de . w w  dspace de 
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Appendix 3: LMDI 8200 H-Bridge 

December I 99E 

LMDI 8200 
3A, 55V H-Bridge 

I General Descriation NO "shoot-througw current 

The LMD18200 is  a 3A ~ i n d ~ e  designed for motlon control ' flag at 
appllcatlons The devlce IS bullt using a multctechnologypro- Thermal (Outputs Off) at 170'C 

cess Whlch comblnes bipolar and CMOS conlrol crculty ' Internal 'lamp 
wlth DMOS oowerdevlces on the same monolhthic. s t n r t ~ ~ r e  . Shorted load protection . -  .. 
Ideal for &ing DC and steppermotors, the L M D I ~ O O  a o  Internal charge pump with external bootstrap capab~lity 
commodates peak output currents up to 6A An Innovative 
crrcult wh~ch fac~i~tates tow-loss sensing of theoutput currwt Applicat ions 
has been Implemented DC and stepper motor dnves 

Features 
r Dellvers up to 3A conlrnuous output 

Posltlon and velocrty servomechanisms 
Factory automatlon robots 
Numencallv controlled machinew 

I r Operates at supply voltages up to 55V r Computer prmters and plotters 
LOW R,(ON) typically o m per switch 
TTL and CMOS mmpatlMe inputs 

I Functional Diagram 

THERMAL FLAG OUTPUT BOOTSTRAP i OUTPUT 1 VS OUTPUT 2 BOOTSWSP Z 

CURRENT 
8 SENSE 
OUTPUT 

0 1999 Natlonal Semimnductor Corpratlon DSGI 0568 wnabonal  com 
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Connection Diagrams and Ordering Information 

8OOXT8AP 2 

OUTPUT t 
THERMAL F U G  OUTPUT 

CURRENT SEhSE OUTPUT 

WOUND 

v, POWER SUPPLY 

PWU INPUT 
a w x  INPUT 

DlREClWN WPUT 
DVlPlN 1 

BOOTSTRbR 1 

11-Lead TO-220 Paclcage 
Top Vlew 

Order Number LMDl8200T 
$08 NS Package TAIIB 

24-Lead Dual-In-Une Package 
Top Vlew 

Order Number ~ ~ ~ 1 8 2 0 0 - Z D - Q V  
59624232501VXA 
LMD18200-2DI883 
5962-9232501MXA 

See NS Package DA24B 
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Absolute Maximum Ratings (Note I) 

1 MliitarylAerospace speclfled &vices are required, 
please contact the National Semlcondudor Sales O n l d  
Dlsrriburors for avallabllity and speailcatlons. 

T& Supp!y v$tage pi,, oil $1 60V 
Voltage at Pins 3. 4. 5. 8 and 9 12V 
Voltage at Bootstrap Plns 

( ~ ~ n s  1 and 11) Vo,, +I  6V 
Peak Output Current (200 ms) 6A 
Cont~nuous output currem (Note 2) 3A 
Power D~sslpatlon (Note 3) 25W 

Power D~sslpatlon (T, = 25'C, Free Atr) 3W 
Junct~on Temperature, T,(,,,, 150'C 
ESD Susceptlbillty (Note 4) 1500V 
Storage Temperature, T,, -4O'C to +I 50'C 
Lead Tern~erature (Soldering, 10 sec 1 300'C 

~unctibn Temperature, T, -40'C to +I 25'C 
V, Supply Voltage +I  2V to +55V 

, < ,  

I ~ o g l c  ~ l g h  lnpui current I v,, = IZV, pins = 3, 4. 5 I I 10 1 !~A(max) 
I Current Sense Output I lorn = 1A (Note 8) 1 377 1 323300 1 uA (mln) 

Electrical Characteristics (Note 5) 
Tne following speclflcatlons apply for Vs = 42V, unless othewlse speclfled Boldface llmlts apply over the entlre operating 
lemperature range -40'C s T, s +I25 C, all other ilrn~ts are for T, = T, = 25'C 

symbol 

R,,(ON) 
R,,(ON) 

Vow, 
VIL 

ILL 

VIH 
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ourcing outpas, I,, = 3A 

Parameter 

Swltch ON Resistance 

swttch ON Resistance 

Clamp Olode Forward Drop 

Loglc Low input Voltage 

Loglc Low Input Current 

~ o g l c  High lnpui Voltage 

b f~ 

t,, 
tcpr 

~ondi t lons 

output Current = 3A (Note 6) 

output current = 6A tNote 6) 

Clamp Current = 3A (Note 6) 

Plns 3. 4. 5 

V,, = -0 1V Pins = 3. 4. 5 

Pms 3. 4, 5 

output ~ u m - o f f  Swltchlng ~ i m e s  

Minimum Input Pulse w ldh  
Charge Pump Rlse Tlme 

Typ 
033 

0 33 

1 2  

sinking outputs. I,,, = 3A 

Bootstrap Capacitor = 10 nF 

sourclng outputs, I,,,, = 3A 

SlnWg Outputs. IoLT = 3A 

~ ~ n s  3, 4 and 5 
No Bootstrap Capacitor 

Llmlt 
0 4/03 
o 410.6 

1 5  

-0.1 

0.8 

-10 

2 

12 

200 

75 

70 

I 
20 

units 

n (max) 
n (max) 
v (max) 

v (mm] 

V (m ax) 

PA (max) 
v (mm) 
V fmaxl 

ns 

ns 

ns 

I-ls 
IJS 



Electrical Characteristics Notes 
H& 1 AbsoluteYax~mum Ratings lndcate llmttr beyend whlch damage b the devlce may m u r  DCand ACeiectrlcalspeufcaiens do nd apply when op 
eratlng the devw beyond B rated operating mndltens 

UdateC' Human-My male1 1CO pF dlrcharged thmugh a 1 5ksY resiskx E~ce$ B W m p  pms (pins 1 and H) whkh are ?OW ?n l m V  d ESD 
Note 5 All lbmdr are lCO% pmdud~on terkd at 2SC Temwaiureeutreme lmh are guaanteed wa conelaim uslng accepted SQC ~ t a t a t c a l  Oualrtf Conin0 
methejs All l h i s  are usad b caiculate ROQL W m g e  Oueolng Quallty LeW 
U-6. Outputcurrentsarepuhed (iw 2ms. Duty Cyck 5%) 
U&7. Regulatun 5s calculatsd reht~vebthecumntsensaoutputnaluewlth a 1A bad 

Note8: Selectuns for tghter blennce are avallabk Contad f a h r y  

Typical Performance Characteristics 

Current Sense Output 
vs Load Current 

R,,(ON) vs Temperature 

Supply Current us 
Frequency gl, = 42V) 

current Sense 
Opratlng Reglon 
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2 
SOURCE 

1 

Pin0uf Description (see connection Diagram) 

Pln I, BOOTSTRPP T InpW Bootstrap capacitor pin for half 
H-bridge number 1 The recommended capacitor ( I 0  nF) Is 
cbnnected between plns 1 and 2 
Pin 2, OUTPUT I: Half H-bndge number 1 output 
Pin 3, DIRECTION Input: See Tabla 1 This input controls 
the d~rectlon of current flow between OUTPUT 1 and OUT- 
PUT 2 (plns 2 and 10) and, therefore, the direction of rotatton 
of a motorload 
Pln 4, BRAKE Input: See Table 1 Thls lnput is used to 
brake a motor by effectively short~ng its terminals When 
braklng Is deslred, this input is taken to a logic high level and 

it is also necessary to apply logic high to PWM Input, pin 5 
The drivers that short the motor are determined by the logic 
!ws.e! at !he E!P,EC?!OV npu! (Din 3) *w!t! Dip 3 logic hgb, 
both current sourang output transistors are ON, w~th Pin 3 
logic low, both current sinklng outpu! transistors are ON All 
output transistors can be turned OFF by applylng a loglchlgh 
lo Pln 4 and a logiclowto PWM 1nputPin5. inthls case only 
a small bias current (approximately -1 5 mA) exlsts at each 
output pin 
Pln5, PWM Input: See Table 1 Howthls input (and DIREC- 
TION input, Pln 3) is used Is determined by the fomat of the 
WIUI signal 
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Pinout Description 
(See Connection Diagram) (Continued) 

P!n 8, V, P f w r  Bcpp!y 
Pln 7, GROUND Connedlon: This pin IS the ground return. 
and 13 ~ r te i i~a i~p  wlnnecied to the mouiitng tab 
Pln 8, CURRENT SENSE Output: Thls pin provides the 
sourcing current senslng output slgnal, wh~ch 1s typically 
377 UAtA 
Pln 9, THERMAL FLAG Output: This p n  prov d€S 'ne the-- 
ma1 warnly ! 39 oap-I 6agnil Pin 9 Decomes actrveiow at 
145'C I Lnct,ontemcerfrLre) Howaverrne cnp WII nct shd 
Itself down until 170.12 IS reamed at thejUnCtlOn 
Pln 10, OUTPUT 2: Half H-bridge number 2 output 
Pin 11, BOOTSTRAP 2 Input: Bootstrap capacltor pin for 
Half H-lsildge number 2 The recommended capacltor 
(10 nF) Is connected between plns 10 and 11 

TABLE 1. LoalcTruth Table 

I H I L I L I Slnkl. source 2 I 
Source t ,  Source 2 

X 

Application Information 

TYPES OF PWM SIGNALS 
The LMDl8200 readlly interlaces wlth different forms of 
WM slgnais use or the part w~th two of the more popular 
forms of W M  IS described In the followng paragraphs 
Simple, locked anti-phase PWM consists d a slngie, varl- 
able duty-cycle signal In which is encoded both dlrectlon and 
amplitude lnformatlon (see Flgrre 2) A 50% duty-cycle 
PWM slgnal represents zero dnve, slnce the net value of 
voltage (integrated over one perlod) delivered to the load IS 

zero For the LMDl8200, the PWM slgnal drives the dire* 
tlon Input (pin 3) and the PWM Input (pln 5) IS tled to log~c 
hlgh 

Slgnlmagnltude PWM conslsts of separate dlrectlon (sign) 
and amplitude (magn~tude) signals (see Flgure 3) The tab- 
solute) magnitude slgnal IS duty-cycle modulated, and the 
absence of a pulse slgnal (a continuous log~c low level) rep- 
resents zero dnve Current delivered to the load IS propor- 
tlonal to pulsewldth FortheLMDl8200, the DIRECTION In 
put (pln 3) IS drlven by the sign slgnal and the PWM Input 
(pln 5)  is drlven by the magn~tude slgnal 

FIGURE 3. SlgnlMagnltude PWM Control 

SIGNAL TRANSITION REQUIREMENTS 
To enswe proper in:srial (ogle perlcrmance : s good prac 
~ I C C  10 avo a d lmna the fa1 ma ana rmna eaaes of lnsul s a- .. 4 > - 
n6s A de ay of a1 lean 1 psec shobla be ~ncorporaled De- 
tween I:ans~r~ors of the Drecrion. Brake ancVor PVVM In>J 
s.Sndis A conserva,ve approach IS oe sde there .s at least 
503ns doim cenveen tne ena of Ine f r s ~  Iranw on ano me 
beglnnlng i f  the second transitton See figure 4 
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Appendix 4: Optical Switch 

H Photo-IC output. 

Snap-in mounting model. 

Mounts to 0.8- to 1 6-mm-thick panels. 

With a 5-mm-wide slot. 

Photo IC output signals d~rectly connect to 
C-MOS and TTL. 

Connects to Omron EE-1005 and AMP'S El 
series connectors 

Dimensions 
Terminal No. I Name 

Internalcircuit V I Supply voltage 

Output (OUT! 

Ground (GND) 

Unless othewse speclfled, the 
tolerances are as shown below 

1 Dimensions I Tolerance I 

Recommended Connectors 
Japan AMP 171822-3 (cnmp-type connector) 

172142-3 (cnmp-type connector) 
OMRON EE-1005 (with harness) 

Specifications 

3 3 
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rn Absolute Maximum Ratings (Ta 25°C) 
Rated value 

10V 

28 v 
16 mA 

250 mW (see note) 

-20% to 75°C 

40°C to 85°C 
-- 

Item 

Supply voltage 

output voltage 

Output current 

Permissible output dissipation 

Operating temperature 

Storage temperature 

Soldering temperature 

Note: Refer to the temperature ratmg chart tf the amb~ent temperature exceeds 25%. 

Symbol 

v a  
VOUT 

 OUT 
POUT 
Topr 

Tstg 

Tsd 



Electrical and Optical Characteristics (Ta = 25"C, Vcc 5 Vk10%) 
Item Symbol Value Condi t ion 

Current consumption I CC 30 mA max W ~ t h  and w~ihout ~nc~den i  

Low-level output voltage VOL 0 3 V max  lo"^ = 16 mA wlth madent 

High-level output voltage V o ~  (Vcc x 0 9) V mln 

Response frequency f 3 kHz mln V o u ~  = VCG. RL = 47 k a  (see note) 

Engineering Data 
O u t p u t  A l l o w a b l e  D iss ipa t ion  vs .  S e n s i n g  P o s i t i o n  C h a r a c t e r i s t i c s  
A m b i e n t  Tempera tu re  Charac te r i s t i cs  (Typical )  

EE-I005 Connector 

1 ' '''*O 

rn Recommended Mounting Hole Dimensions and Mounting and Dismounting Method 

Cenfer ofserslq 

sensor Bdge Sensor edge on 
mnnedor srie 

The Opto-Switch can be mounted to 0 8- to 1 6-mm-thlck panels 
Refertotne above mountlng hole dlmenslons and open themountlng holes In 
the panel to whlchthe Opto-Sw~tchw~ll be mounted 
lnseri fnto the holes the Opto-Sw~tcWs mountlng portoms with a force of three 
to flve rcllograms but do not press In the Optc-Swtch at one time The Opt- 
Wtch  can be easlly mounted by lnsertlng the mounllng portlons halfway and 
then slowly presslng the Opto-Sw~tchonto the panel 

Dismounting IS achleved by e~ther hand (below panel) orscrewdrNer (above 
panel) 

Maker 

Japan 
AMP 
Japan 
AMP 
-- 

Wirlng 
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Quantity 

1 

3 

3 

Connector circuit no. 

1 

2 
3 

Model  

171822-3 

170262-1 

UL1007 AWG24 

No. 

1 

2 

3 

Lead wire color 

Red  

Orange 

Yellow 

Name 

Receptacle 
hous~ng 

Receptacle 
contact 

Leadw~re  



Appendix 5: Simulation model 

%This model describes the linear system, with the non-linear feedback of 
%thc axial position of the belt. 

ms=.00001; %virt~tal mass of the steeringsystem 
ds=.Ol %virtual daniping of the steeringsystenl 
cs=1.68e-4; %motorconstant of the steering motor 

v=2; %I Speed of the OPC belt [mds] 
h=O. 1; %Length of contact between steering drum and belt [m] 
1=0.5 %Length of the steering waltz [m] 
L=2; %Length of the belt [m] 
k=v*h/(L*l); %constant k 
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Appendix 6: Physical connections 

hole seisc 

A 

Sensor Circuit 1: 
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